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Abstract
Three pipelines from Campos Basin were inspected through MFL pigs, which registered
the occurrence of atypical signal in the lower generatrix of the girth welds of these
pipelines. The occurrence became critical due to the great number of welded joints with
such indications. Because of the necessity to characterize the problem, some spots from
each pipeline were inspected through underwater Computed Radiography using a tool
handled by divers. This work was considered relevant and pioneer, as there is no record of
similar activity in Brazil or overseas.
The results obtained showed that the indications refer to damages by localized internal
corrosion, showing mass loss between 10% and 28% of the thickness. This observation was
the same for the three pipelines.
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1.Introduction
Three distinct pipelines from Campos Basin, Ø10”PVM-1/PVM-2, Ø12”PVM-2/PVM-3 e
Ø16”PVM-3/PPG1, of approximately 11mm of thickness, presented a great number of girth
welds displaying indications of difficult interpretation in the inspecting report by MFL pig.
In order to better characterize the problem, some spots were selected for inspection through
underwater Computed Radiography, which were chosen due to their usefulness and
location. As for the two pipelines with smaller diameter, two spots were selected, whereas
three were selected for the 16”. This work was executed at 80m deep.
2. Gamma Ray System for Underwater Inspection
The system is composed of seven components, four of which operate underwater: a
mechanic device, a “marinized” radioactive source, a detector (imaging plate) and a lead
collimator. On the surface there is the exposition remote control, the Computed
Radiography scanner and the computer.
The mechanic device, of easy assembly by the diver, consists of an iron basket and a
polyurethane envelope. The source is placed in the iron basket while the plate is introduced
diametrically opposed to the envelope. This set is adaptable for a wide range of diameters.

The source (Ir-192) is placed in a conventional irradiator and the set is “marinized” through
a stainless steel vase, and can be operated up to 1,800m deep. The source is exposed
through a surface controller via coaxial cable, currently 200m long.
The detectors employed were standard imaging plates. Lead intensifying screens, as well as
a double wire IQI were also used. The set was protected from contact with water through
envelopes of waterproof plastic film, sealed with a sealing machine.
The lead collimator is adequate to the geometry of the irradiator, enabling a complete
shielding of the set, and allowing the gamma rays to be confined in the region of interest for
inspection. Figure 1(a) displays the radiographic exposition, whereas Figure 1(b) shows
that the iron basket of the mechanic device has a window, which coincides with the window
from the lead collimator. The gamma radiation befalls over the sample through this focus.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1- (a) Radiographic Exposition; (b) Irradiation window from the basket and
lead collimator.

The scanner employed in this work has the following features: a 50µm laser spot size and
16bits of dynamic range. The pixel size used was equal to 50µm as well.
3. Field Service - Procedures
3.1 Boarding – Meeting with Diving Team
The diving team was instructed as for the execution of the work and regarding
radioprotection, followed by the presentation and delivery of the individual dosimeters
(marinized dosimetric pens). These pens were used by each working diver so that the
individuals could be monitored live.
3.2 Preparation of Pipeline Surface
The girth welds of the pipelines were covered by two different materials, with different
thickness. The integrity of the layer immediately in touch with the pipeline was kept, and
only the opening of a small window was necessary for the exact location of the welded
joints.
3.3 Phases of Assembly of the Radiographic Set and Exposition
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First the diver places the mechanic device on the spot of interest, observing the positioning
of the basket on the weld bead and the alignment of the radioactive source and the
polyurethane envelope. The sealed imaging plate is inserted in the polyurethane and the
mechanic device is set on the pipeline’s diameter. Then there is the assembly of the lead
collimator and, finally, the placing of the irradiator in the basket. At the end of the
assembly, the diver moves to a security distance (over 1m) and the radiographic exposition
begins through the surface controller. The described procedure was the same in all
inspected spots, and Figure 2 shows stills of this assembly.

(c)
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Figure 2- (a) Positioning of the iron basket; (b)Positioning of the plate; (c)Diver placing the irradiator in
the basket; (d)Diver checking the placement of the irradiator; (e)Exposition.

3.4 Imaging Plate Read-Out
At the end of the exposition, the diver removes the imaging plate from the polyurethane
envelope, which is again conducted to the surface and read-out.
After erasing the latent image in the detector, a new sealing of the set consisting of plate,
lead screens IQI is made, and the ROV submerges this set for a new radiographic
exposition.
3.5 Individual Monitoring of the Divers
At the end of the allowed diving time, the divers executed the reading of the dosimetric
pen, and verified that there was no exposure to ionizing radiation. The displays indicated
that the accumulated dose per individual equals zero.
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4. Results
The activity of the Iridium source in the occasion of the service was 58.09Ci, and the spot
size was 2.95mm. Technique: Double Wall Double Image (DWDI), source adjacent to pipe
wall.
The periods of exposure were inferred through the absorption of radiation happening from
the part of the steel, oil conducted and coating versus average intensity of signal
expected/verified in the image. Table I shows the values.
Quadro I – Time of exposure per spot
Pipeline / spot
PVM1-PVM2 / spot 1
PVM1-PVM2 / spot 2
PVM2-PVM3 / spot 3
PVM2-PVM3 / spot 4
PVM3-PPG1 / spot 5
PVM3-PPG1 / spot 6
PVM3-PPG1 / spot 7

Time of exposure (s)
3600
1800
3000
4500
9000
7200
9000

4.1. Measurement of Residual Thickness
Despite the observation of the existence of a corrosive process located in the girth welds of
the pipelines, the residual thicknesses were not quantified immediately, as the radiographic
arrangement was not prepared for this purpose. At first, the objective of the inspection
consisted of determining the nature of the defects pointed out by the MFL pigs, and the sea
conditions also prevented from any new expositions besides those necessary.
For a quantitative assessment of the results, a further laboratory phase was necessary,
where simulations of the field conditions were made in specimens displaying similar
characteristics to those of the inspected pipelines.
The expositions were made in immersion tanks, and the periods of exposition were set in
such a way that the images obtained presented, in some uniform region in the welded joint,
signal intensities (grey level) of the same order as those joints observed in the field. When
this level was achieved, the assessments were then made through two methods: linear
interpolation linear and assessment of the effective absorption coefficient.
The Computed Radiography System was the same used in the field service, as well as the
radioactive source. The approximations made in this comparative assessment originated a
final error in the measures of 10%.
4.2. Radiographic Images
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The girth welds of Vermelho pipelines were analyzed through line profiles. This way, the
real defects were segmented in regions (see Figure 3), in accordance with the intensity
values, and compared with the experimental defect in order to infer the extension of mass
loss occurred in the girth welds of the pipelines.
Figure 3 shows the radiographic images corresponding to the spots of interest. Table I
shows the values of residual thickness, according to the two methods of correlation utilized,
in each region indicated in the radiographies.

Spot

1

2

3

4
5
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7

Region
2
4
5
6
7
0
2
4
5
0
2
3
1
2
3
0
1
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3

Wall loss (%)
Effective absorption coefficient
8,3
12,7
18,6
16,5
22,5
20,5
1,8
21,7
24,0
28,2
26,8
12,9
28,3
18,2
24,2
10,5
10,3
16,0
11,4
17,0
18,8
23,6
21,5
13,7
16,9

Interpolation
8,5
12,0
17,5
15,6
20,6
20,1
1,8
21,7
23,6
26,8
24,6
14,8
26,1
18,7
22,8
8,9
8,4
16,1
11,2
17,6
19,2
22,3
19,5
11,6
13,5

Table I – Values determined by loss of thickness, through two methods, for the inspected spots.
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Figure 4- Image of reference points displaying the segmentation in regions in accordance with Gray levels:
(a) point 1/ Ø10”; (b) point 2/ Ø10”; (c) point 3/Ø12”; (d) point 4/ Ø12”. In this case there was accidental
moisturizing of the plate; (e) point 5/ Ø16”; (f) point 6/ Ø16” after application of a filter to improve
visualization; (g) point 7/ Ø16”. Note: the red arrows in 4(e), (f) and (g) indicate a defect in the lead plate,
which should not may confused for a defect in the pipeline.

4.3. Quality of the Images
There is no normalization for underwater radiography, but the imaging quality parameters
assessed were basic spatial resolution (SRb) and normalized signal-to-noise ratio (SNRN),
according to the Petrobras internal standard for Computed Radiography. Due to problems
occurred in service, the contrast IQI was not utilized.
For all images, the SR b found was 320µm corresponding to the double wire IQI unresolved
line pair 5D. The statement is true including in the case of 4, where there was accidental
moisturizing of the imaging plate. The mean SNRN was equal to 34.5, displaying small
variations due to exposure time and pipeline diameter.
5. Conclusions
The results obtained showed that in the lower generatrix of the girth welds of the pipelines
present unquestionable mass loss, without traces of intense corrosive process in the metal of
adjacent basis. This observation was the same for the three pipelines.
The corrosion displayed more punctual occurrence in the welded joints of spots 1, 2 and 6
and more uniform in spots 3, 4, 5 and 7, but, with regions of greater relative loss of
thickness in all cases.
The spots located in the 12-inch diameter pipeline showed the most wall loss values, but
there is not enough statistical importance to state that this pipeline is in a more unfavorable
situation than the others.
The loss of thickness measured ranged predominantly from 10 to 28% on the pipeline
walls. The causes for this loss demand further study and involvement of corrosion experts.
The Computed Radiography system used in this work, together with the source of Ir-192
adopted, presents basic spatial resolution, on the surface, of 200µm, corresponding to
unresolved line pair 7D. The SRb of the images obtained was 320µm, that is, in underwater
conditions two line pairs were lost. In relation to SNRN, on the surface, there are values
superior to 50, whereas in underwater conditions the values vary around 34,5, which is
considered relatively low. Despite the direct contact of the detector with water in spot 4, the
imaging plate retained the latent image, and the resolution of the image was on the same
level as the other cases.
A reassessment of the signal intensities displayed by the MFL pigs must be made in the
inspected spots, so as to determine how many indications are in similar or worse situation,
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in order to realize the extension of the problem in the pipelines and the importance of the
selected spots.
The inspection service performed is unique in this country, and there is no account of
similar procedure overseas.
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